
JUST ONE OF THOSE HANDS 
 

Every now and then (like at least once at every bridge session) a hand comes along with something for 
everyone.  From Novice to Grand Life Master there are bidding lessons here for every direction.  Let’s 
look at it bid by bid. 
 
East deals, N-S Vulnerable. 
 
East holds:  9654, KQJ986, 3, Q8.  One school of thought is not to pre-empt with a side major, but the 
heart suit is so good, and the overall hand is just about what partner may expect strength wise (the 
spade suit notwithstanding).  I am in favor of a 2H bid here. 
 
South holds:  ----, AT7, AQ874, J7653.  It is certainly an opening bid, but coming in at the 3 level usually 
should be made on non-minimum values.  Pre-empts often signal distributional hands and the bidding 
can get very high very fast, so it is best to have a sound hand or at least a good long suit to come in 
directly.  If you pass this hand your partner should be protecting you. 
 
West holds:  AJ32, 5432, 62, 942.  When your partner pre-empts you should play him for no defensive 
tricks, so since you have one and heart length, they may be able to certainly make a game if not a slam.    
You can jump right to 4H, but at this vulnerability if you want to be real tricky, bid 3N.  If they do not 
double you can afford to go down 9 for -450!  That beats any game they could make and it may confuse 
the issue so they do not even double!  Do it fast with confidence or someone may smell a rat.  Of course, 
if they double 3N, you run back to 4H. 
 
North holds: KQT87, ----, KJT95, AKT.  Now here is the tough call.  If the bidding goes 2H – P- 4H, N 
should double.  This is primarily for takeout, but also shows ‘convertible’ values, meaning he may be 
able to take 4 tricks on defense, but does not have a trump stack.  It is tempting to bid 4S, but that is the 
kind of unilateral action that brings bad boards.  It is better to make the flexible double and give partner 
a chance to weigh in. 
 
East and West:  They are done bidding on this auction. 
 
South:   Over partner’s double 4N should be for the minors, not ace asking.  Asking for aces should be 
limited to hands where a trump suit is agreed upon or obvious. 
 
North:  Easy 5D bid now.  See how avoiding unilateral actions early lead to easier bidding decisions later!  
 
South:  Can hardly have more for their previous actions.  Only the chickenest of chicken hearts would 
not try 6D now. 
 
Does this all sound so good and easy?  The hand was played 8 times at a Tony Ames’ Thursday night 
team game recently.  The results were that 3 pairs got to the diamond slam (good job).  Two of their 
opponents got to 5D and one to 4D, so the slam bidders all won lots of IMPS.  The other two tables, one 
a top Twin City team, were playing each other.  They both got to 4S.  Imagine being in that contract 
down 2, vulnerable.  You feel sick about missing a slam that players of your caliber are expected to find.  
You do not want to talk about it with your teammates.  However, when you compare, you find out you 
won 5 IMPS!  At the other table they were down 4 ! 



 
 
The whole hand: 

 

Board 18 
East Deals 

N-S Vul. 

♠  K Q 10 8 7 

♥  — 

♦  K J 10 9 5 

♣  A K 10 
 

♠  A J 3 2 

♥  5 4 3 2 

♦  6 2 

♣  9 4 2 
 

 

 

N 

W 
 

E 

S 
 

 

♠  9 6 5 4 

♥  K Q J 9 8 6 

♦  3 

♣  Q 8 
  

 

♠  — 

♥  A 10 7 

♦  A Q 8 7 4 

♣  J 7 6 5 3 
 

 
Submitted by Steve Gaynor, who was not in attendance and did not have a chance to butcher the 
bidding! 


